Abstract-A fundamental question in the investigation of any sensory system is what physical signals drive its sensory neurons during natural behavior. Surprisingly, in the whisker system, it is only recently that answers to this question have emerged. Here, we review the key developments, focussing mainly on the first stage of the ascending pathway -the primary whisker afferents (PWAs). We first consider a biomechanical framework, which describes the fundamental mechanical forces acting on the whiskers during active sensation. We then discuss technical progress that has allowed such mechanical variables to be estimated in awake, behaving animals. We discuss past electrophysiological evidence concerning how PWAs function and reinterpret it within the biomechanical framework. Finally, we consider recent studies of PWAs in awake, behaving animals and compare the results to related studies of the cortex. We argue that understanding 'what the whiskers tell the brain' sheds valuable light on the computational functions of downstream neural circuits, in particular, the barrel cortex. 
INTRODUCTION
''It is extremely difficult to understand the visual cortex without understanding the retina and the lens. In the same way, it is difficult to understand the barrel cortex without understanding the follicle receptors and the whiskers". [Fox, 2008] The interface between world and brain consists of sensory receptors that transduce physical signals (chemical, electromagnetic, thermal or mechanical) into cellular signals. Our knowledge of sensory systems is rooted in the ability to investigate how such physical variables translate into the responses of sensory neurons, and in the understanding of what information the spike trains of primary sensory neurons provide to downstream neural circuits, including the cerebral cortex.
The mechanoreceptors that form the basis of the somatosensory system are transducers of mechanical forces applied to the body. Forces due to body-object contact deform tissues within which mechanoreceptive nerve endings are embedded -in the case of the whisker system, the whisker follicle (Ebara et al., 2002; Mitchinson et al., 2004; Lottem and Azouz, 2011; Whiteley et al., 2015; Takatoh et al., 2017) .
A long-recognized obstacle to the study of somatosensation is that the fundamental mechanical forces are very difficult to measure directly. Instead, many studies have investigated the encoding of directly measurable and controllable 'kinematic' quantitiesmeasures of whisker position and its temporal derivatives. However, kinematic quantities do not necessarily relate to the underlying forces in any simple fashion. This is illustrated by classic work on primary afferents that innervate the primate hand (Phillips and Johnson, 1982) . A ridged surface pressed into the fingertip deforms the skin and elicits robust firing in Slowly Adapting (SA) primary afferents. The pattern of skin deformation (the kinematics) caused by object contact is markedly different to the pattern of load force exerted by the object on the skin surface: SA activity correlates poorly with the kinematic indentation pattern, but well with the load force pattern.
It was first recognized by Johnson and colleagues that biomechanical modeling offers a potential way round the force measurement problem (Phillips and Johnson, 1982) . It is possible, using continuum mechanics, to make a biomechanical model of skin -that is, a system of equations that describes how the skin deforms upon application of a load force to its surface. If the skin is assumed to be a simple medium (elastic, homogeneous, isotropic and incompressible), the system of equations can be inverted to yield estimates of the load force (Phillips and Johnson, 1982; Sripati et al., 2006) . The load force can, in principle, then be used to estimate tissue deformation (strain) inside the skin at the site of mechanoreceptive nerve endings. However, a substantial difficulty in taking this modeling approach further is that modeling the skin https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroscience.2017.08.005 0306-4522/Ó 2017 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of IBRO.
in a more realistic way has required finite-element simulations on supercomputers (Dandekar et al., 2003) .
One of the lesser known beauties of the whiskers as a model system is that the force-kinematics relationship is much simpler than that for the hand. The two simple, but crucial, differences are that whiskers protrude from the skin and that they are near-conical objects, typically 10 times longer than their base width (Williams and Kramer, 2010; Hires et al., 2016) . First, this allows a whisker's motion and shape to be directly measured, accurately and non-invasively, in the awake, behaving animal, by high-speed imaging. Second, the mathematical problem of how a long, thin rod deforms under an applied load is much simpler than the analogous problem for an arbitrary 3D body. There are simple, but powerful, results (detailed below) that express the relationship between the force applied to a rod and how much it bends (Birdwell et al., 2007; Pammer et al., 2013) . By making appropriate measurements of whisker shape from imaging data, estimates of the mechanical forces acting on the base of the whisker shaft can be derived. These procedures were first applied ''ex vivo" using plucked whiskers mounted on motors (Birdwell et al., 2007) , later in vivo (O'Connor et al., 2010; Bagdasarian et al., 2013; Pammer et al., 2013; Huet et al., 2015; Wallach et al., 2016) and, in a significant recent advance, to awake, behaving animals where neuronal activity is simultaneously measured (O'Connor et al., 2010b Petreanu et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2013; Hires et al., 2015; Peron et al., 2015; Bush et al., 2016; Campagner et al., 2016; Severson et al., 2017) .
It is the primary purpose of this article to review these developments and how they have advanced our knowledge of neural coding in primary whisker afferents (PWAs). The wider significance of this work is that it clarifies the computational problems of touch that downstream neural circuitry, including barrel cortex, have evolved to solve, and provides an essential baseline for investigation of the perceptual algorithms implemented in neural circuitry (Marr, 1982; Maravall and Diamond, 2014) . We start by reviewing a general framework for whisker mechanics.
MECHANICAL FRAMEWORK FOR WHISKER-BASED SENSATION
In the absence of contact (''whisking in air"), whisker mechanoreceptors are potentially susceptible to diverse forces, reflecting inertia of the whisker, contraction of facial muscles and viscoelasticity of the whisker pad tissue within which the follicle is anchored. When a time-independent force is applied to a whisker, force onset triggers high-frequency vibration of the whisker (Neimark et al., 2003; Hartmann et al., 2003; Ritt et al., 2008; Wolfe et al., 2008; Boubenec et al., 2012) , which rapidly decays to a static equilibrium, where the whisker bends against the object (Birdwell et al., 2007) . In steady state, the degree of bending depends on both the applied force and the whisker's stiffness. During active whisking against an object, the relative importance of the dynamic and static effects depends on the material properties of the whisker, the whisker motion, the shape/texture/material of the object and where along the whisker shaft the motion of the whisker is measured. Since mechanoreceptors sense stresses at the base of a whisker, it is motion here, rather than at the tip, that is most relevant to neural coding in PWAs. Whisking against a rough surface elicits dynamic 'slip-stick' effects that evoke neuronal responses (Arabzadeh et al., 2005; Wolfe et al., 2008; Jadhav et al., 2009) , but whisking against a smooth surface such as a metal pole generally elicits only weak dynamic effects at the whisker base (Quist et al., 2014) . For whisking against smooth objects, a whisker's shape can, aside from occasional slips, be approximated as a continuously changing steady state, where the shape at any given time depends on the applied force at that time. This 'quasi-static' case is not universally applicable but, as detailed in the next section, it is the basis for a mechanically rooted experimental paradigm that has given substantial novel insight into somatosensation. Unless stated to the contrary, the following discussion assumes the quasistatic case.
Forces at the whisker base
Suppose a time-independent force is applied to a whisker. Such a force exerts a rotatory effect on the whisker ('moment'), which makes it bend around a pivot near its base. In steady state, the applied force and the moment are balanced by reaction force and reaction moment at the whisker base. In general, both the forces and moments are 3D, implying a total of 6 mechanical variables acting at the whisker base. However, 3D forces/moments are challenging to estimate (for progress, see Huet et al., 2015; Loft et al., 2016) and almost all studies to date have considered experimental conditions where whisker motion and whisker forces/moments are predominantly planar. Whisking motion occurs largely, but not entirely, in the horizontal plane defined by the two eyes and the nose (Bermejo et al., 2002; Knutsen et al., 2008) . Thus, when a rat/mouse whisks against a vertical surface, such as a pole, whisker-object contact force and whisker bending is largely in the horizontal plane: these effects can be measured by imaging in this plane. In this 2D case, whisker-object contact is characterized by 3 mechanical variables at the whisker base: a 2-component applied forceF directed at some angle in the horizontal plane and a moment M 0 directed about the vertical axis through the whisker base, normal to the horizontal plane (see Fig. 1 ).
It is important to defineF so that its relationship with mechanoreceptor activity is as direct as possible. Since mechanoreceptors are embedded in the whisker follicle, and since the follicle rotates rigidly during whisking (Bagdasarian et al., 2013) , the natural coordinate system is a ''whisker-centric" one (Pammer et al., 2013; Hartmann, 2015) . The coordinate axes are 'axial' (pushing whisker into its follicle) and 'lateral' (pushing the whisker at 90 degrees to the follicle); the origin is at the base of the whisker (Fig. 1) . In whisker-centric coordinates,F is thus expressed in terms of an axial component F ax and a lateral one F lat .
While restricting analysis to the horizontal plane is experimentally advantageous, there are caveats. First, any vertical component of whisker motion (Knutsen et al., 2008) and any vertical component of bending (Huet et al., 2015) will be missed. Second, since whiskers are intrinsically curved and rotate about the axis of the follicle during whisking (Knutsen et al., 2008) , imaging in the horizontal plane can register apparent changes in whisker shape that may be confused with bending. Third, any moment (torque) about the follicle axis will be missed (Huet et al., 2015) . In 3D whisker-centric coordinates, the applied force has 1 axial component and 2 lateral components, the moment has 2 components of bending and 1 of torsion/roll about the long axis of the follicle (Huet et al., 2015) .
ESTIMATION OF MECHANICAL WHISKER VARIABLES
One of the drivers of recent progress has been the development of techniques for measuring these whisker mechanical variables experimentally in the awake, behaving animal. In this section, we outline the theoretical foundation.
Consider a whisker that is being bent due to contact with an object such as a pole. Whiskers are intrinsically curved: contact changes the whisker's curvature with respect to its intrinsic (undeformed) value. As noted above, in steady state, there is a simple relationship between the bending moment (M p ) about a point p (located along the whisker shaft between the whisker base and the contact point) and the curvature j p of the whisker at that point (Birdwell et al., 2007) . The fundamental equation is:
Here Dk p ðtÞ is the change in the whisker's curvature compared to its intrinsic shape at time t and E p I p is a constant of proportionality ('bending stiffness'). (From this point on, to reduce clutter, the t dependence is omitted). The equation states simply that, the stiffer a whisker, the greater the moment implied by a given change in curvature. The constant consists of a factor E p ('Young's modulus') that depends only on the material composition of the whisker and a factor I p ('area moment of inertia') that depends only on the geometry of the whisker. E p has typical values of 2-5GPa (Hartmann, 2015) , but may vary somewhat across whiskers and with p (Quist et al., 2011) . I p depends only on the cross-sectional area of the whisker at the point p and, for an object with circular cross-section,
where a p is the radius of the whisker at point p. Because I p depends on the fourth power of the radius, the variation Fig. 1 . Forces at the whisker base and their measurement. Whisker angle (h), bending moment at the whisker base, (M 0 ), applied force (F) and its component axial force (F ax ) and lateral force (F lat ) can be measured during active whisker object interaction, by filming the whisker at high speed and processing each frame using a whisker-tracking algorithm. In this example, a quadratic Bezier curve (r s ) is fitted to the segment of the whisker near its base. Whisker angle is defined as the angle between the tangent to r s at the whisker base (s = 0) and the horizontal. Whisker curvature (j s ) is computed from the Bezier quadratic fitting using the equation and is proportional to the reciprocal of the radius of the circle (g) which best fits the Bezier curve at point s (blue dotted line). (Adapted from Campagner et al., 2016). in stiffness along the whisker shaft is dramatic: for a typical whisker whose tip diameter is 10% of its base diameter, bending stiffness at the base is 10,000 times greater at the base than at the tip.
Eq. (1) is of fundamental, practical importance, since it indicates that mechanical variables associated with whisker touch can be estimated in an experimentally feasible manner by imaging a whisker's shape. The simplest approach is to estimate the curvature change at the whisker base Dk 0 (Fig. 1) . Provided that, during the course of a video, Dk 0 is measured at the same point (p = 0) along the whisker shaft (so that the bending stiffness is constant) this measure is proportional to M 0 . A second approach is possible if measurements of a 0 and E 0 are also available: in this case, I 0 can be calculated and thereby M 0 itself. However, since whiskers can grow over the time-course of a typical behavioral experiment (Ibrahim and Wright, 1975) , and since the bending stiffness is sensitive to radius (a 10% change in a 0 changes I 0 by 46%), estimates of M 0 are more delicate. With both approaches, care must be taken to ensure that the location at which the curvature is measured is constant and as close as possible to the whisker base. An alternative, more complex, approach is to model a whisker as a series of links connected by torsional springs and fit its parameters to imaging data (Quist et al., 2014) .
To complete the description of the forces acting on the whisker base, it is necessary to estimate the applied forcẽ F (Pammer et al., 2013) . The principle here is that a force applied to some point on a whisker exerts a moment M 0 , which is the product of the force magnitude and distance between the whisker base and the line of action of the force. Thus, if this distance can be measured, the force magnitude can be obtained by working backward from an estimate of M 0 . An equivalent, and experimentally useful, form of this expression for M 0 is:
Here F is the magnitude ofF, r 0 is the length of the lever arm vectorr 0 that connects the base of the whisker to the contact point and u is the angle betweeñ F andr 0 (see Fig. 1 ). The equation expresses the fact that, to open a door, it is more effective to push in a direction normal to it (|u| = 90°, |sin(u)| = 1) than at an angle (|u| < 90°, |sin(u)| < 1) and more effective to situate the handle near the edge (large r 0 ) than near the hinge (small r 0 ). To obtain values for F ax and F lat , it is necessary to know the direction ofF. If friction can be approximated as zero, this direction is normal to the whisker at the contact point ( Fig. 1) and:
Here h base and h contact are angles that define the geometry of the contact (Fig. 1 ). These quantities can be estimated from images of the whisker. Procedures to take account of friction have been proposed and, for whisking against smooth, metal poles, have little effect on the frictionless force estimates (Pammer et al., 2013; Hires et al., 2016; Huet and Hartmann, 2016) .
Whisker imaging and tracking
Qualitative ''cinematographic" analysis of whisking was first done by Welker (1964) . However, to put the above theory into practice, it is necessary to obtain quantitative kinematic/mechanical information from individual video frames. In the first study to quantify whisker motion, the angle of whiskers to the head ('whisker angle') was measured by putting a transparency over the video monitor and tracing whiskers on to it by hand ). Later studies developed a variety of semi-automated techniques for measuring whisker kinematics (i.e., whisker angle) based on beam-break sensors (Bermejo et al., 1998 (Bermejo et al., , 2002 Arabzadeh et al., 2005; Wolfe et al., 2008; Jadhav et al., 2009; Khatri and Bermejo, 2009 ), computer-assisted, manual tracking (Grant et al., 2009) , tracking the location of spots of dye (Knutsen et al., 2008; Venkatraman et al., 2009; Nashaat et al., 2017; Rigosa et al., 2017) and segmentation of whiskers from video (Ritt et al., 2008; Voigts et al., 2008; Perkon et al., 2011) .
To estimate the key mechanical variables defined above, it is necessary to track not just whisker kinematics but also whisker curvature. This has required machine vision techniques that extract the shape of one or more whiskers from imaging data (Knutsen et al., 2005; O'Connor et al., 2010a; Clack et al., 2012; Pammer et al., 2013; Bale et al., 2015a; Campagner et al., 2016) . Application of machine vision has also made it feasible to measure whisker motion from high-speed video ($1000 frame/s) on large data sets. For example, one recent study (Campagner et al., 2016) involved quantification of $1.5 million video frames.
With these methods, the shape of a whisker is captured by fitting a parametric curve r s = [x s , y s ] to the image of a whisker (where s indicates location along the whisker; Fig. 1 ). In principle, it is then straightforward to calculate the required curvature j s defined in Fig. 1 . However, j s depends on second derivatives of x s and y s , which are sensitive to estimation error. In order to obtain good-quality curvature estimates, care is necessary to ensure that the whisker images are high quality and that the curve r s is fitted as accurately as possible. The challenges here are that the whisker tip is hard to image since it is small, moves rapidly and can move out of the focal plane. Also, the complete shape of a whisker in contact with an object can be complex: many free parameters are required to describe a complex curve and this again increases estimation error. As noted above, it is forces at the base of the whisker that are most closely related to mechanotransduction. Thus, recent studies have focussed on estimation of the curvature near the base. The basal part of a whisker is most readily imaged (radius is comparatively large, moves most slowly and least out of the focal plane) and is well-approximated by a quadratic function (Quist and Hartmann, 2012; Pammer et al., 2013) which (in 2D) has only 6 free parameters. The basal part can either be described by refitting a quadratic function to this portion of the complete, tracked whisker (Clack et al., 2012; Pammer et al., 2013) or by restricting whisker tracking to the basal section of the whisker (Bale et al., 2015a; Campagner et al., 2016) . Whisker-object contact parameters, which are required in order to estimate F ax and F lat , can be measured by tracking the segment of whisker near the contact point.
Two approaches to such tracking have been developed. One approach is to analyze each frame independently. This has the important advantage of speed, since multiple frames can be tracked in parallel (Clack et al., 2012) . However, temporal information is useful for making whisker tracking more robust in the face of complexities such as whisker overlap (Bale et al., 2015a) , although at the cost of reduced tracking speed.
To summarize the above discussion, the following equations describe how the bending moment at whisker base (M 0 ), and the applied force (magnitude F, components F ax and F lat ) can be estimated from whisker-tracking outputs (Dj 0 , r 0 , h base ; h contact and u) along with whisker radius (a 0 ) and Young's modulus (E 0 ):
As noted above, these equations apply to experiments designed so that the forces/moments act in the horizontal plane. Ideally, however, one would like to be able to estimate the complete set of the six mechanical variables, which describes the complete mechanical state of the whisker base in 3D. Whisker kinematics have been tracked in 3D (Bermejo et al., 2002; Arabzadeh et al., 2005; Knutsen et al., 2008) , but mechanical analysis requires tracking the full whisker shape, which, although there has been progress, poses on-going challenges (Huet et al., 2015; Loft et al., 2016) .
ENCODING OF MECHANICAL SIGNALS IN PRIMARY WHISKER AFFERENTS
Numerous studies, employing diverse experimental paradigms, have sought to investigate how physical signals associated with touch drive the responses of neurons in the whisker system. The bulk of these studies have focused on the relationship between kinematic variables (whisker position, velocity etc) and neuronal activity. However, as discussed above, ultimately, it is mechanical forces/moments acting on the whisker base that drive mechanotransduction. Until recently, the relationship between whisker kinematics and mechanical variables (forces, moments, and proxies to them) was unknown. Hence it was unclear what mechanical variables, are actually encoded. Recently, however, recordings of neuronal activity have been made simultaneously with direct estimation of mechanical variables using the approach reviewed above. This has resulted in substantial new insight into the mechanical basis of neural coding in the whisker system. Our primary focus here is on neural coding at the first level of the system -the primary whisker afferents (PWAs).
Passive stimulation
In the 'passive stimulation' paradigm (Zucker and Welker, 1969; Gibson and Welker, 1983) , whisker movement is suppressed by global anesthesia and sensory stimulation applied by deflecting the whiskers, typically by means of mechanical actuators. Passive stimulation is useful to investigate questions for which a high degree of experimental control of the sensory input is essential. Such experiments have provided fundamental insight into the functional architecture of barrel cortex (Simons, 1978; Armstrong-James and Fox, 1987; Petersen and Diamond, 2000; Petersen et al., 2003) , experiencedependent plasticity (Armstrong-James et al., 1992) and adaptation (Maravall et al., , 2013 Wang et al., 2010) . Studies have also shown that neurons in the whisker system are capable of firing spikes timed with submillisecond precision Panzeri et al., 2001; Arabzadeh et al., 2005; Montemurro et al., 2007; Bale and Petersen, 2009) . A recent study showed, by high sampling rate electrophysiological recording (500 kHz), that the physical limits of spike timing precision are at the microsecond scale: spike timing jitter in PWAs in response to rapid whisker deflection was on average 17.4 ls with the most precise neurons exhibiting jitter of 5.1 ls (Bale et al., 2015a) .
Passive stimulation experiments have also provided much data concerning the relationship between whisker kinematics and PWA activity (Zucker and Welker, 1969; Gibson and Welker, 1983; Lichtenstein et al., 1990; Shoykhet et al., 2000; Jones et al., 2004; Leiser and Moxon, 2006; Kwegyir-Afful et al., 2008; Bale and Petersen, 2009; Storchi et al., 2012; Bale et al., 2013; Maravall et al., 2013) . It has, however, been unclear what mechanical variables drive PWA responses under these conditions. In a typical experiment, the whisker is trimmed to a length of a few mm and the whisker stump is deflected laterally by an actuator. According to the mechanical framework discussed above, the actuator applies a force on the whisker shaft, which exerts a moment that makes the whisker bend. However, in a typical passive stimulation experiment, the whisker appears to rotate as a rigid body; no bending is typically apparent (at least by eye). One possibility is that the theory makes some assumption that fails to generalize in vivo. However, another possibility is suggested by considering the mechanics of the experiment. Trimming results in a short whisker stump. Since whiskers are tapered, the stump is the thickest, and stiffest, part of a whisker. Equation (1) therefore implies that there may be an appreciable bending moment, but that the associated change in curvature of the stump is slight due to its stiffness. To test between these possibilities, Campagner et al. (2016) used high-speed imaging to measure how the shape of a whisker stump changes during passive stimulation. They measured small but reliable changes in whisker curvature during stimulation and, by varying the magnitude of the deflection, showed that bending correlates linearly with deflection angle (correlation coefficient $0.95). This confirms that passive deflection does bend a whisker in vivo, as predicted by the mechanical theory. The significance of these findings is the implication that, under typical passive stimulation conditions, there is a simple relationship between kinematic and mechanical whisker variables: whisker deflection angle is proportional to bending moment M 0 .
This relationship allows kinematic tuning results from passive stimulation studies to be reinterpreted within the whisker mechanical framework. PWAs have been reported to be tuned to the direction of deflection (in the plane normal to the whisker shaft, Gibson and Welker, 1983; Lichtenstein et al., 1990; Bale and Petersen, 2009) . Some PWAs are tuned to the amplitude of deflection, some to the velocity of deflection but most are tuned to a weighted sum of amplitude and velocity, with different neurons having different weightings (Shoykhet et al., 2000; Kwegyir-Afful et al., 2008; Bale et al., 2013) . Using the observation of Campagner et al. (2016) that deflection angle is proportional to M 0 , which also implies that deflection velocity is proportional to _ M 0 (the temporal derivative of M 0 ), the implication is that PWAs are tuned to the direction of bending within the lateral plane and that PWAs are sensitive to a weighted sum of M 0 and _ M 0 . This interpretation is corroborated by a subsequent study which found that PWA responses to passive deflection of whiskers are well-predicted by the time series of M 0 (Bush et al., 2016) . There is evidence that some PWAs respond to deflection in the axial direction (Stu¨ttgen et al., 2008) : the results are suggestive of tuning to axial force but, since whisker shape was not measured in this study, bending may have contributed to the responses. In summary, the framework of whisker mechanics can account for many results from passive stimulation by the hypothesis that PWAs encode moment and its temporal derivative.
Artificial whisking
In the 'artificial whisking' paradigm (Zucker and Welker, 1969; Szwed et al., 2003 Szwed et al., , 2006 Arabzadeh et al., 2005; Lottem and Azouz, 2011; Wallach et al., 2016) , whisker movement is produced by dissecting out the buccal motor branch of the facial nerve and electrically stimulating it, in an anesthetized animal. Sensory stimulation is produced by positioning objects in the path of the whiskers. Artificial whisking (Zucker and Welker, 1969; Szwed et al., 2003) is useful since whisker-object contact forces are produced in a fashion that mimics the active character of awake, whisking behavior, but can be controlled and repeated by the experimenter. The paradigm differs from natural whisking in that both intrinsic and extrinsic muscles are excited in phase (Szwed et al., 2006) .
Artificial whisking studies led to the first descriptions of how active whisker-object contact and whisking phase might affect PWA activity. Three neuronal subtypes have been reported: whisking neurons, touch neurons and whisking-touch neurons. Whisking neurons fire at specific phases of the whisker cycle (Szwed et al., 2003 (Szwed et al., , 2006 Wallach et al., 2016) and their response is invariant to weak whisker-object contact. Touch neurons fire only during contact and are subdivided into pressure neurons (fire for the entire duration of contact), contact neurons (fire only at onset of contact), detach neurons (fire only at offset of contact) and contact-detach neurons (fire at both onset and offset of contact). Whisking-touch neurons fire both during whisking (in a phase-locked fashion) and in response to contact (Szwed et al., 2003 (Szwed et al., , 2006 . For most touch-sensitive PWAs, firing rate depends on radial pole location, decreasing with distance of contact from the face (Szwed et al., 2006) .
How might these artificial whisking data be explained by the whisker mechanics? Since modeling suggests whisker forces to be substantially weaker during whisking in air compared to contact (Quist et al., 2014) , some of the diversity in neuron types can be accounted for by the empirical observation that PWAs differ in their response threshold (Zucker and Welker, 1969) . Neurons with low deflection thresholds would be expected to respond to both whisking and touch; neurons with higher threshold only to touch. A possible mechanical basis of whisking neurons is discussed below. Responses to whisker-object contact can be accounted for by the hypothesis that PWAs encode M 0 in the following way (Birdwell et al., 2007) . A neuron sensitive to M 0 should respond to touch, since touch causes bending. Diversity in touch responses can be accounted for by variation in the extent to which neurons weight M 0 compared to _ M 0 . Neurons with high weighting to M 0 would be expected to respond throughout contact (pressure type). Neurons with high weighting to _ M 0 would be expected to respond primarily to contact onset or offset, depending on the directionality of their sensitivity. Due to the marked variation in stiffness along the shaft of a tapered whisker, the M 0 produced by a given contact is much weaker for contact on a distal part of the whisker compared to a proximal part. Thus neurons sensitive to M 0 would be expected to fire at a higher rate to proximal compared to distal contacts. In summary, how PWAs respond to whisker-object contact during artificial whisking can be accounted for in a straightforward way by moment coding.
Awake, behaving conditions
In any sensory system, a major challenge is to understand the principles of sensory coding to the point that the activity of primary afferents can be accurately predicted in the awake, behaving animal. In the whisker system, the cell bodies of the primary afferents are located in the trigeminal ganglion. This ganglion is awkwardly located for the electrophysiologist, at the base of the skull, and awkwardly organized, with low neuronal density and lack of clear somatotopy (Leiser and Moxon, 2006) . These features compound the usual challenges of recording from awake, behaving animals. Two pioneering studies first succeeded in recording PWA activity from awake, behaving rats (Leiser and Moxon, 2007; Khatri and Bermejo, 2009 ), but were limited by the whisker-tracking tools available at the time. Recent studies, using new tools and building on the mechanical approach outlined above, have succeeded in identifying mechanical predictors of PWA activity in the awake, behaving animal. The first of these studies was by Campagner et al. (2016) , with subsequent work by Bush et al. (2016) and Severson et al. (2017) .
Progress in high-speed imaging and whisker tracking has led to a new generation of studies which have succeeded in measuring neuronal activity from subcortical and cortical regions of the whisker system, while, at the same time, measuring whisker mechanical/ kinematic variables at millisecond resolution (O'Connor et al., 2010b Huber et al., 2012; Petreanu et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2012; Peron et al., 2015; Bush et al., 2016; Campagner et al., 2016; Severson et al., 2017) . In most studies to date, high-speed cameras (500-1000 frames/s) have been used to record whisker movements in head-restrained mice, as they whisk either in air or against an object. As discussed above, a whiskertracking algorithm is then used to extract whisker kinematic variables and whisker shape variables from each frame, resulting in time series that describe the mouse's whisking behavior and the whisker-object interaction. From these data, mechanical variables (F and M 0 ) or proxies to them (Dj 0 ) are calculated.
In contrast to the passive stimulation paradigm, sensory variables cannot be closely controlled, since the animal is awake and behaving, but they can be measured and a statistical model, such as a Generalized Linear Model (GLM), can be used to attempt to predict a PWA's spike train based on one or more whisker mechanical/kinematic variables (Campagner et al., 2016) . However, an important, and widely applicable caveat is that sensory variables measured from awake animals typically have awkward statistical properties (correlations over both variables and time). For example, whisker angle correlates with whisker bending (Campagner et al., 2016) . Thus, in a traditional tuning curve analysis, a neuron that is tuned purely to bending might appear also to be tuned to angle, simply as an artifact of the correlation. Multiple Regression and extensions to it, such as GLM, can handle correlation, provided it is not too strong. However, beyond a certain correlation strength ('multicollinearity'), it becomes impossible to tease the influence of different sensory variables apart, and results can be misleading, particularly if the data sample is small (Wooldridge, 2012) . It is therefore important to use an experimental design that, as far as possible, decouples sensory variables of interest. In the studies of PWAs in awake animals that are the main focus here, this has been achieved by varying the spatial location of the object that the animal whisks against from trial to trial (Campagner et al., 2016; Severson et al., 2017) .
Whisking in air.
Most PWAs fire at a higher rate during whisking than when the whiskers are still, and some PWAs, particularly those with high firing rate during whisking, show phase-locked responses (Leiser and Fig. 2B ). What might be the mechanical basis of this activity? Whiskers are controlled by intrinsic and extrinsic muscles (Berg and Kleinfeld, 2003) . To make a whisker move, the muscle force must overcome resistance from both the mass of the whisker (inertial force) and the springiness/viscosity of mystacial pad tissue (viscoelastic force). In principle, any of these forces, alone or in combination, could drive follicular mechanoreceptors. We consider first the inertial force. Due to taper, the 70% or so of a whisker closest to the base is relatively stiff and moves as a rigid object during whisking (Quist et al., 2014) . Hence its angular acceleration is expected to be proportional to moment (torque) (Quist et al., 2014) . The hallmark of a moment-sensitive neuron is therefore that its firing rate should increase with angular whisker acceleration. Consistent with this, the firing rate of some PWAs can be predicted, during free whisking, from angular whisker acceleration (Campagner et al., 2016; Severson et al., 2017; Fig. 2C) . Since acceleration varies during the whisking cycle (the precise phase relationship depending on the exact waveform of the cycle), moment coding can potentially explain phase selectivity of PWAs: indeed, for some PWAs, phase tuning can be predicted from acceleration (Severson et al., 2017) Since it takes more acceleration to move a whisker with greater amplitude and greater frequency, moment coding can also explain correlation between PWA firing rate and both whisking amplitude (Khatri et al., 2009 ) and whisking frequency (Leiser and Moxon, 2007) . Phase tuning can be predicted with increased accuracy using a multivariate model that includes both acceleration and other kinematic variables as inputs (Severson et al., 2017) : this may reflect influence of viscoelastic forces on the mechanoreceptors.
An elegant test of whether PWAs are sensitive to inertial moment is based on the fact that, if the mass of a whisker is changed, the firing rate of an inertiasensitive neuron, at a given angular acceleration, should change correspondingly (Severson et al., 2017) . This prediction was confirmed by progressive trimming of the whiskers in a subset of PWAs. Because of the low mass of whiskers (of order 10-100 lg) and, due to taper, the concentration of this mass near the base, moment at the whisker base -as inferred by modeling -is likely to be orders of magnitude smaller than those generated by whisker-object contact (Quist et al., 2014) . This suggests that at least some whisker mechanoreceptors are exquisitely sensitive.
However, the response of PWAs to whisking in air cannot be entirely explained by sensitivity to inertial moment. Some PWAs do not change firing rate after whisker trimming (Severson et al., 2017) and the activity of a minority of whisking-sensitive PWAs cannot be well-predicted by angular acceleration (Campagner et al., 2016;  Fig. 2C ). Moreover, some brainstem/thalamic neurons, with receptive fields on the microvibrissae or fur around the mouse/nose, exhibit activity that is modulated by the whisking rhythm (Moore et al., 2015) . Although it cannot be excluded that these neurons are driven by inertial moment, the very low inertia of such very short, very light hairs, renders this unlikely. What might be driving the activity of the non-inertia coding PWAs? Severson et al. (2017) found that PWAs whose firing rates were unaffected by whisker trimming were phase-locked to the EMG of either intrinsic or extrinsic muscles. Collectively, these results indicate that activity of PWAs during whisking in air can largely be explained by sensitivity to either inertial moment or muscle contraction force.
Although studies of artificial whisking have reported a substantial number of 'whisking neurons' (Szwed et al., 2003) , studies of awake mice have found neurons sensitive to whisking but not touch to be rare (Campagner et al., 2016; Severson et al., 2017) . The reasons for this discrepancy are unclear, but note that, in artificial whisking studies, a 'whisking neuron' is defined as a neuron that is insensitive to weak contact (Knutsen and Ahissar, 2009; Wallach et al., 2017) . In the awake animal, where both weak and strong contacts occur, such a neuron might be classified as sensitive to both whisking and touch. A tentative mechanical explanation for whisking neurons is that they might be responsive not only to muscular contraction (Severson et al., 2017) , but also to bending moment with high threshold (thereby responding only to strong contacts).
Whisker-object contact. PWAs fire at a higher rate during whisker-object contact than during whisking (Leiser and Moxon, 2007; Campagner et al., 2016; Severson et al., 2017) . The major finding from awake animals is that PWA firing rate can be predicted, using statistical models, from time series of either M 0 or its proxy Dj 0 (Campagner et al., 2016; Bush et al., 2016; Severson et al., 2017;  Fig. 2A ). There is consistent evidence, from the temporal profile of GLM parameters (Campagner et al., 2016 ; Fig. 2B ) and from prediction accuracy (Severson et al., 2017) for coding of both M 0 and its temporal derivative _ M 0 . The relative importance of M 0 and _ M 0 for predicting activity varies from neuron to neuron, and is likely to depend on the extent to which rapid bending changes occur during the conditions of a particular recording. Although F ax and F lat predict PWA activity less accurately, on average (Campagner et al., 2016; Severson et al., 2017) , adding F ax or F lat as model inputs alongside M 0 improves prediction for a minority of neurons and, for a few PWAs, PWA activity predicted by mechanical/kinematic variables in awake, behaving mice. Mice whisked against a pole, while the activity of PWAs was recorded at the same time as whiskers were imaged at 1000 frames/s (Campagner et al., 2016) . A. PWAs encode curvature change, not whisker angle. Left: Example of whisker angle (top panel) and whisker curvature change (used as a proxy for moment top panel) and simultaneously recorded smoothed spike train of a PWA (bottom panel, black), together with predicted spike trains for the best-fitting angle GLM (bottom panel, orange) and curvature-based GLM (bottom panel). Right: Model prediction accuracy was computed by calculating a cross-validated Pearson correlation coefficient between the real and predicted spike trains. For each PWA, model prediction accuracy is shown for both angle-based and curvature-based GLMs (black dots median; error bars interquartile range; * indicates signed ranked test, p = 0.0044). B. Stimulus filter of curvature change GLMs for two PWAs. The stimulus filter of unit on the right was negative (in the 5 ms preceding a spike), indicating sensitivity to negative curvature change. The stimulus filter of unit on the left was biphasic, but with positive integral, indicating sensitivity both to positive curvature change and to positive curvature change derivative. C. PWAs encode moment during in air whisking. Left: Excerpt of whisking in air along with activity of an example, whisking-sensitive PWA and activity predicted by a GLM driven by angular acceleration. Whisking-sensitive PWAs were defined as ones whose firing rate significantly correlate with whisking amplitude. Middle: Prediction accuracy of acceleration-based GLMs for whisking-sensitive and non-whisking-sensitive PWAs ( * indicates p = 0.0017, ranksum test). Right: Tuning curves to whisking phase for two example whiskingsensitive PWAs.
An apparent discrepancy between studies of awake animals concerns how well PWA activity can be predicted from kinematics. Campagner et al. (2016) reported that mechanical variables predict PWA activity better than kinematic ones, whereas Bush et al. reported no difference. One potential source of discrepancy is that the studies quantified kinematics differently. However, discrepancy remains even when comparing results where kinematics were measured in a similar way (as h push -the change in angle of whisker to head during an episode of whisker-object touch). Instead, an important factor is likely to be the degree to which mechanical and kinematic variables were correlated in the conditions of the two studies. Bush et al. (their awake recordings) used experimental conditions where h push was tightly coupled to M 0 . In contrast Campagner et al. (2016) decoupled the variables by varying rostro-caudal object location and were therefore able to tease the roles of the variables apart, finding greater predictive power for mechanical variables compared to kinematic ones. Consistent with this account, when Bush et al. (2016) decoupled the variables under anesthetized conditions, they also found greater predictive power for mechanical variables.
In summary, the results of this section suggest the major variable that PWAs encode is M 0 , but also that there is functional diversity in the PWA population .
Diversity of PWA function and its anatomical basis
The discovery of genetic markers for different mechanoreceptors, together with development of intraaxonal recordings and optogenetic tagging methods, is starting to permit dissection of the anatomical basis of this diversity (Tonomura et al., 2015; Severson et al., 2017; Takatoh et al., 2017) . In an important advance, Severson et al. (2017) optically tagged Merkel cell PWAs, and demonstrated that they were tuned to a combination of M 0 and _ M 0 Why might different PWAs encode different mechanical variables? The whisker follicle is a heterogeneous structure composed of distinct cell layers, differing in their density and viscoelastic properties. The follicle contains several morphologically distinct classes of mechanoreceptive nerve ending (Merkel cell-neurites, lanceolate, reticular, club-like, Ruffini-like and free nerve endings), which are located in different cell layers and/or at different depths within the follicle (Rice and Munger, 1986; Rice et al., 1993; Ebara et al., 2002; Sakurai et al., 2013; Tonomura et al., 2015) . It has been suggested that mechanoreceptive nerve endings detect strain in the tissue within which they are embedded (Mitchinson et al., 2004; Lottem and Azouz, 2011; Severson et al., 2017) . If follicle tissue behaves like a spring, this strain will reflect M 0 ; if, instead, it behaves like a damper (viscosity), strain will reflect _ M 0 . In the actual follicle, different cell layers are likely to differ in their mechanical properties, indicating that functional heterogeneity may be a consequence of nerve endings being embedded in different locations within the follicle (Mitchinson et al., 2004) . Spring-damper models can account both for whisker-object contact responses recorded by artificial whisking (Mitchinson et al., 2004) and for activity recorded in awake, behaving animals (Severson et al., 2017) . This suggestion for the origin of PWA heterogeneity is supported by a recent report that whisker deflection produces a gradient of strain through the follicle (Whiteley et al., 2015) . PWA encoding may also be influenced by biophysical differences between classes of mechanoreceptive nerve ending (Mitchinson et al., 2004; Tonomura et al., 2015; Severson et al., 2017) .
TRANSFORMATIONS IN MECHANICAL CODING ACROSS THE ASCENDING SOMATOSENSORY PATHWAY
Part of the significance of the progress in understanding what the primary afferents tell the brain is that it provides a baseline for understanding how downstream circuits transform the ascending drive, and use it as the basis for behaviorally oriented computations. In this section, therefore, we compare how mechanical signals are encoded in the periphery to how they are encoded in cortex (see also Bale and Maravall, 2018) . In one respect, encoding in cortex and periphery are similar. Studies of both barrel cortex and motor cortex have shown widespread encoding of whisker base curvature -and therefore of M 0 (O'Connor et al., 2010b Huber et al., 2012; Petreanu et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2016) . Although no study has yet directly tested for _ M 0 tuning in cortex, there is indirect evidence. First, layer 4 neurons exhibit a robust, transient response to touch : since touch involves sudden onset of whisker bending, and hence high, transient _ M 0 , this response is likely to correlate better with _ M 0 than M 0 . Second, passive stimulation studies have consistently shown, in anesthetized animals, that cortical neurons encode the velocity of deflection angle (Pinto et al., 2000; Arabzadeh et al., 2003; Maravall et al., 2007; Estebanez et al., 2012) . As discussed above, since deflection angle correlates tightly with whisker bending under passive stimulation conditions (Campagner et al., 2016) , this is consistent with cortical encoding of _ M 0 . Collectively, these data indicate that information about bending moment is preserved across the ascending pathway, suggesting that M 0 and _ M 0 are important mechanical variables underlying touch-based behavior.
In another respect, encoding in cortex is markedly different to that in the periphery. Studies of actively sensing animals demonstrate that whisking elicits robust 'self-motion' activity in PWAs, even in the absence of touch (Szwed et al., 2003 (Szwed et al., , 2006 Leiser and Moxon, 2007; Khatri and Bermejo, 2009; Campagner et al., 2016; Wallach et al., 2016; Severson et al., 2017) . This implies that central circuits are faced with an important signal detection problem: how to distinguish spikes generated by contact with external objects from spikes generated by self-motion of the sense organ. Whiskingevoked activity remains prominent in both brainstem and thalamus (Moore et al., 2015; Urbain et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2016) . However, in barrel cortex, there is a marked transformation, by which the layer 4 response to touch is robust, but that to self-motion is substantially attenuated . During whisking against a pole, 70% of spikes occur within 40 ms of touch onset; Hires et al., 2015) . Yu et al. (2016) have identified circuitry inside layer 4 that accomplishes this transformation. The basic principle, first proposed by Simons and colleagues to account for responses to whisker deflection in anesthetized rats (Pinto et al., 2003) , is that, whereas selfmotion elicits relatively asynchronous firing across thalamic neurons, touch elicits a precisely timed volley of synchronous thalamic activity. The thalamic touch response is likely to reflect the strong sensitivity of thalamic neurons to _ M 0 (Petersen et al., 2008; Bale et al., 2015b) . This synchronous volley can activate layer 4 excitatory neurons before the gate is shut by feedforward inhibition (Gutnisky et al., 2017) . Thalamic synchrony is important for driving cortical responses also in the visual system (Alonso et al., 1996) and may play a general role in thalamo-cortical function.
An important, general computational problem faced by the central nervous system is to extract meaningful behavioral information embedded in the population activity of PWAs. Behavioral/modeling studies have clarified the nature of the computational problem. First, whisking is active not only in the sense that whiskers move, but also in the sense that animals can control various parameters of whisking to suit a particular behavioral task (Carvell and Simons, 1995; Mitchinson et al., 2007; Hill et al., 2008; O'Connor et al., 2010a; Arkley et al., 2014; Maravall and Diamond, 2014; Sofroniew et al., 2014; Prescott et al., 2015) . Thus, the forces acting on the whiskers depend not only on the structure of the external environment, but also on the current setting of the animal's whisking control parameters (amplitude, frequency and set-point). This has been illustrated by work on texture discrimination using whiskered robots (Pearson et al., 2011; Prescott et al., 2015) . Here an artificial whisker is moved against a textured surface or pole to test the sufficiency of different models of sensory processing. Algorithms trained to discriminate textured surfaces fail when contact speed, or angle, is varied between trials, or if contact time is unknown (Fend et al., 2003; Evans et al., 2009; Fox et al., 2009) . A potential solution to this problem is suggested by recent work that protraction against an object can be thought of as tracing out an orbit in multi-dimensional mechanical space (Bagdasarian et al., 2013) . This force orbit is affected not only by the location of an object, but also by its shape, texture and compliance. Whisking against objects with different surface texture yields characteristic patterns of whisker motion (Arabzadeh et al., 2005) which can be interpreted as orbits of bending moment (Huet et al., 2015) . Whisking against an object whose location varies in the horizontal plane also yields informative orbits (Bagdasarian et al., 2013) . For example, although neither axial force nor bending moment uniquely encodes the radial location of object contact, the ratio of the two does (Solomon and Hartmann, 2011; Pammer et al., 2013) .
Evidence is beginning to emerge for distinct functions of the cortex beyond transmission of peripheral touch information. First, coding in the extragranular layers differs markedly from that of layer 4. In infragranular layers, the touch response is much less distinct than that in layer 4, suggesting that the activity of layer 5 neurons is strongly influenced by non-sensory inputs . One important component of this is likely to be of motor origin . Second, and perhaps related, it has been observed that barrel cortex neurons of mice, trained to detect single-whisker deflections, exhibit non-sensory driven spiking, which correlates with animal choice (Yang et al., 2015) . Third, recordings of cortical activity during a wall-following task (Sofroniew et al., 2014) have shown that neurons exhibit a variety of tuning functions to the distance between wall and snout: for some neurons, firing rate increases as a function of wall distance; for others it decreases and for still others the relation is complex and non-monotonic (Sofroniew et al., 2015) . Since whiskers typically bend more, the closer the snout is to a wall, these findings are hard to interpret, in a simple way, on purely mechanical grounds. The task may recruit cortical circuitry, perhaps based on cross-columnar or cross laminar inhibition, which substantially transforms the peripheral drive. Finally, studies that selectively record from barrel cortex neurons that project to M1 or S2 have reported intriguing evidence for differential representation of touch signals across the two pathways that is task-dependent (Chen et al., 2013) .
CONCLUSION
Experimental advances have led to a substantial advance in our understanding of somatosensation, converging on a description of 'what the whiskers tell the brain' rooted in mechanical forces. Diverse properties of primary whisker afferents, from a series of paradigms -passive stimulation, artificial whisking and awake recordingscan be accounted for by a common mechanical framework for whisker mechanoreceptor function. The fundamental driver of responses during whisker-object contact is the bending moment at the whisker base, with axial and lateral force likely to play an auxiliary role. The fundamental drivers during contact-free whisking are inertial moment and muscle contraction force.
There are a number of important directions for future work. First, the relationship between the full complement of forces/moments that characterize quasi-static whisker-object contact in 3D and neuronal activity has yet to be determined. Second, despite notable progress related to Merkel cells, the specific mechanical roles of the diverse mechanoreceptive nerve endings that innervate the whisker follicle are unclear. Third, most studies of whisker mechanics have focussed on an experimental paradigm, such as whisking against a smooth pole, that is well-described by the quasi-static approximation. However, whisking against objects with more complex shape/texture involves dynamic effects such as slip-sticks. The mechanical basis for how primary whisker afferents respond to whisking against complex objects is poorly understood. Future work, employing simultaneous measurement of neuronal activity and of whisker-object forces has potential for substantially enriching our understanding of touch.
